Standard edge detection algorithms versus conventional auto-contouring used for a three-dimensional rigid CT-CT matching
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**Background:** To reduce uncertainties of patient positioning, the Computerized Tomography (CT) images acquired at the treatment planning time can be compared with those images obtained during radiation dose delivery. This can be followed during dose delivery procedure as Image Guided radiotherapy (IGRT) to verify the prescribed radiation dose delivery to the target as well as to monitor radiation dose constraints for organ at risks located in the vicinity of tumour region. A method was developed to compare registered rigid CT images with those acquired during treatment procedure.

**Materials and Methods:** Several CT images were acquired for a typical Rando phantom at head and neck region. Selecting the CT images as reference, they were then manipulated in transitional and rotational directions. The differences in transited and rotated images were evaluated by edge detection algorithms and conventional automatic contouring used in most of current treatment planning systems. Setting of standard edge detection algorithms was investigated and the appropriate one was selected. Applying the selected optimized standard edge detection algorithm and conventional auto-contouring on CT image differences, the characteristics of methods were evaluated.

**Results:** Results show that 1 pixel difference in transition and 1 degree in rotation can be recognized for inhomogeneous regions. A significant variation was detected at the bony-soft tissue and air-soft tissue conjunction regions.

**Conclusion:** The results obtained from the current study are comparable with those reported using Chamfer algorithm. It is concluded that the current method, can be used to control patient positioning in radiotherapy sessions as a part of Image guided radiotherapy protocols.
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**INTRODUCTION**

The application of imaging technology and image processing plays an essential role in diagnostic and therapeutic progress in medicine. Among current medical efforts, the radiation oncology is widely involved with advanced imaging technologies due to the developed strategies generally termed Image Guided radiation Therapy (IGRT).

Based on the radiation therapy aim, to deliver a prescribed dose to the cancerous tissues while sparing the surrounding normal tissues, the application of different image modalities for patient positioning for accurate treatment and delineation of the region of interest (ROI) is known to be one of the most chief achievements in current radiotherapy. Although, at the moment, the Computed Tomography (CT) scans are playing the clue role to provide reference images for radiotherapy tasks, other modalities including Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), Nuclear Medicine Imaging, Positron Emission Tomography (PET) are also applied for target volume delineation. In addition, to improve the accuracy of treatment, the target volume is recommended to be monitored during treatment procedure, which can be extended up to 40 treatment sessions. One of the achievements recommended so far, is the comparison of the target volume delineated during treatment planning, with those acquired...
during treatment sessions using different approaches. Contouring is still known as one of the best options for region of interest delineation (1-4).

Image Guided Radiotherapy (IGRT), which is a relatively old concept, improved in terms of application of technology recently developed, deals with target volume and other Organ At Risks (OARs) positioning during treatment. Whereas radiotherapy treatments are routinely extended into several fractions, so target volumes are potentially able either to move from original geometric positioning. In addition, the volumes of interest (VOIs) can be modified in shape and volume, during treatment due to tumour shrinkage. In such critical situations, IGRT can be applied as a supportive performance to determine the position of target volume prior to delivery of radiation. If any significant modification of target positioning is observed, so that the target either partially or completely is out of radiation field, or in a different scenario, organ at risk (OAR) has been moved inside the radiation field, the IGRT achievement results can be used to alter the setting and patient positioning. For IGRT achievements, several image modalities can be applied. Brief potential image modalities are shown in table 1.

The comparison of reference images with those taken during treatment are encountered with several difficulties including image registration and deformed images. The comparison of two/three dimensional images used for treatment planning systems and those acquired during

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image type</th>
<th>Acquisition modality</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planer images</td>
<td>Conventional Radiography</td>
<td>Margin reduction improvement</td>
<td>(12-15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Digitally Reconstructed Radiograph</td>
<td>Target re-positioning</td>
<td>(16-18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nuclear Medicine</td>
<td>PET-based Position localization</td>
<td>(2-4, 19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sonography</td>
<td>2-3 mm target shift</td>
<td>(20, 21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>On Board Imager</td>
<td>daily kV OBI reduces margins to ~ 2.0 mm.</td>
<td>(22-25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electronic Portal Imaging Device</td>
<td>Less than 1 mm field change/ PTV margin ~ 2 mm</td>
<td>(26, 27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three-dimensional image</td>
<td>Conventional CT</td>
<td>1 pixel displacement using Chamfer algorithm</td>
<td>(28-30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KVCBCT</td>
<td>PTV margin improvement ~ 40%</td>
<td>(25, 31, 32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MVCBCT</td>
<td>Margin reduction (pending patient positioning)</td>
<td>(33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>&lt; 1 mm displacement detected</td>
<td>(25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PET/SPECT</td>
<td>0.92± 0.27 mm registration error</td>
<td>(4, 34, 35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four-dimensional image</td>
<td>4D CT</td>
<td>Accurate 4D Targeting Error, (4DTE) analysis standard PTV volume reduction equal to 37%</td>
<td>(1) (36-38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4D CBCT</td>
<td>Conventional 4D CBCT artefacts reduction up to 70%. PTV volume correction and normal tissue dose reduction 21%</td>
<td>(39-41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4D PET/CT</td>
<td>4D radiation treatment planning (4D RTP)</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
treatment, therefore, can be addressed as one of the main challenging issues in IGRT, so-called image registration. This problem plays more important role for three-dimensional imaging techniques, because of more dataset involvement. Image registration has been developed as a processing approach to find the point-by-point correspondence between two image series acquired from an identical patient at different times, using different imaging modalities. In order to recognize the differences and correspondences between reference and evaluated images, the image registration processing is an approach to align images to other corresponding images (5-8). The image registration has a range of applications in many areas such as biosecurity, image similarity measurements, medical imaging, remote sensing, etc. For the time being, several algorithms are introduced for rigid and deformable image registrations (1, 9-11). However, most of algorithms are working in the specific criteria. In addition, they are mostly involved with maximizing the measurements of similarities between a transformed and a fixed image (7, 8).

Discarding deformable image registration, the current study is an effort to indicate the sensitivity of optimized standard edge detection algorithms versus conventional auto-contouring, generally used to define the target for treatment planning systems, to figure out that how much image displacement can be detected using different approaches. During the study, the sensitivity of routine standard edge detection algorithms is investigated for transitional and rotational patient/target movement for 3D images. The study evaluates a different achievement instead of conventional auto-contouring to be closer to the intelligent target segmentation with an acceptable accuracy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In order to prepare reference images, several original CT images were prepared using a typical Rando phantom at head and neck region. Some of CT slices were then selected as reference CT images. The region of interests at reference CT images were displaced in transitional direction (Horizontal and Vertical) from 1 pixel to 5 pixels as well as an axial rotation was performed around the CT image center for 1 degree to 5 degrees. The difference in transition as well as the difference in rotation of the image was evaluated through edge detection algorithms and conventional auto-contouring using an in-house code written in MATLAB (Math Works, Natick, MA, USA). The setting of standard edge detection algorithms, including the threshold and sensitivity, were investigated and the most sensitive one was then selected for the evaluation of image displacement.

Applying the elected standard edge detection algorithm and auto-contouring on a set of CT image differences (difference of manipulated and reference image ones), the sensitivity of each method were evaluated.

RESULTS

Figure 1 (a, b and c) illustrates an auto-contouring influence on a CT difference map where a 1 pixel shift has been applied at horizontal, vertical and 1° rotation around the central point of image. As figure shows with the increase of auto-contour sensitivity, the noise increases significantly. Instead of conventional contouring response, standard edge detection algorithms’ responses were evaluated for the same shifts. Among available standard edge detection algorithms, it was found that the “Canny” algorithm, which is one the gradient based edge detection algorithms, results are more accurate and acceptable for high gradient region displacements such as air-tissue, and soft bony tissue inhomogeneities. The results for 6 standard edge detection algorithms for 1 pixel shift in transitional, both horizontal and vertical, and rotational misalignments for a head and neck CT image are shown in figure 2.
As results show that the smoothed and optimized auto-contouring used routinely for contouring purposes in treatment planning systems, is not able to detect up to at least 2~3 pixels displacement in high gradient region (figure 3). In contrast, as figure 4 shows, the optimized edge detection algorithm is able to detect the minimum image displacement after image registration. As these figures show, one pixel displacement can be detected using standard edge detection algorithms provided that an appropriate algorithms and setting has been applied.

As final results, the outcome of the current approach can be used to reconstruct a three-dimensional image displacement map which is able to recognize any possible target / organ motion for each slice of images acquired in comparison with reference corresponding images. The technique can be used as a routine check, if new series of CT images are acquired during treatment sessions to compare with the reference ones acquired prior the treatment and used for treatment planning. The three-dimensional image displacement for a 1 pixel horizontal transition and 1 degree image rotation.
around the image central point is shown in figure 5. It should also be pointed out that the smallest possible image displacement is 1 pixel, and in this study each pixel size was 0.87 mm. With the increase of image resolution and decreasing each pixel size, more accurate results may be obtained using developed method.

---

**Figure 3.** Optimized auto-contouring applied to filter undesired contours for uniform areas at a typical CT image difference for 1 pixel shift at (a1) horizontal direction (b1) vertical direction and (c1) 1° rotation around the image central point and for (a2) 5 pixel shift at horizontal direction (b2) 3 pixel shift at vertical direction and (c2) 5° rotation around the image central point.

**Figure 4.** The optimized “Canny” edge detection algorithm response applied for CT image difference slices for (a) 1 pixel horizontal and (b) 1 pixel vertical image displacement and (c) 1 degree image rotation around the image centre.

**Figure 5.** Three dimensional reconstructed CT image difference obtained from (a) 1 pixel transitional displacement and (b) 1 degree rotation around the image central point for 4 consecutive CT slices.


DISCUSSION

As images show in 1 pixel shift (0.87 mm) can be recognized by the conventional auto-contouring method used in most treatment planning systems, provided that the sensitivity of the approach has been increased. However, in some areas the approach is not able to recognize, especially where there is a shift, parallel to the direction of displacement. This decreases the reliability of contouring achievement for small displacements routinely which is the main reason for Image Guided techniques applied for radiation therapy. In addition, as figures show, with the increase of the approach sensitivity, the chance of noise appearance increases significantly. In all three images, the surrounded area for phantom is air and in CT difference map, the reliability of the approach with high sensitivity settings is failed.

As results show, apart from “Canny” algorithm, other gradient based algorithms, such as “Prewitt”, “Roberts”, and “Soble” are not able to recognize small image displacements in the evaluated difference images, even for significant high gradient variations. In contrast, intensity based algorithms such as “Laplacian of Gaussian” and “Zero-cross” approaches showed more reasonable responses compared to gradient based algorithms. However, it should again be noted that the “Canny” assessment was an Exception. Compared to the intensity based algorithms, in the best setting, which will be discussed later, the “Canny” algorithm showed more sensitivity especially in the regions where the displacement were parallel to the shift direction.

All edge detection algorithms require setting for a filter and threshold of action. A “Gaussian” filtration routinely has been applied for first stage. The small filters introduce more blurring and large size filters decrease the sensitivity of the algorithm. In addition, the threshold of action should also be taken into account. According to the manual of the MATLAB programming software, the manipulation of variable options showed that with the application of a high threshold the important information of displacement will be lost. The investigation also indicated that there is no generic threshold to be used for all images and image modalities (27, 44, 45). This causes an inconvenience of the application of edge detection and up to now there is no automatic or fast approach to find an optimum threshold values. In contrast, with single threshold settings, two thresholds with hysteresis allow more flexibility (45).

The “Canny” algorithm is a filter based on a Gaussian derivation. It is susceptible to noise present on an un-processed image. Compared to other available intensity based algorithms, the “Canny” response is reported to be slightly blurred if an appropriate filter is not applied (44). In addition, as figure 1 show, the high sensitive contouring produces undesired contours in homogenous areas. In order to cope with the problem the sensitivity of the contouring should be optimized. The modified contours for 1 and 5 pixel CT image displacements are shown in figure 5. This shows that after optimizing procedure a 1 mm image displacement can not be detected. Having a reliable outcome from auto-contouring approach, which discards noise level in a uniform area shown in Figure 1, within 3 to 5 pixel image displacement is required to reach a reliable answer, which is shown in figure 3 (b series).

The auto-contouring method generally used in treatment planning systems to delineate target volumes and organ at risks (OARs). In addition, it can be used for patient positioning verification as a part of IGRT package such as Aria (Varian, PALO ALTO, CA, USA), Syngo and Prime-view (Siemens Medical Solution, Germany), and IViewGTMM, XVI software (Elekta Oncology Systems, Stockholm, Sweden). Due to the possible noise in CT images, a routine filtration should be used before any assessment.
However, in some studies, in order to save the image originality especially at high gradient regions, instead of filter or image resizing techniques, other methods may also be applied (29). This study indicates that the automatic contouring with a conventional setting used routinely for image assessment dose not present enough accuracy to recognize small image displacement during IGRT procedures and an improvement in contouring algorithms, or the application of other methods should be taken into the considerations. The results are comparable with routine tools used for rigid image registration (29, 46-49).

CONCLUSION

The current work concludes that apart from image registration, image comparison using routine auto-contouring can be encountered with several uncertainties. The level of uncertainties sometimes seems to be larger than margins recommended for target and OAR delineations proposed for complicated techniques such as Intensity Modulated Radiotherapy (IMRT). In contrast, edge detection algorithms are shown to be another alternative approach especially in the presence of tissue inhomogeneities. Further investigation is required to evaluate the current algorithm feasibilities for soft tissue adjacency, such as prostate cases.
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